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57 of 57 review helpful Excellent work of literature and eyewitness historical account By Johnathan Bracken I was 
elated to see that Gabriel Chevallier s Fear had finally been republished and moreover translated into English for the 
first time While British and German author s Sassoon Owens Graves Maria Remarque Junger are typically heralded as 
the great writer combatants of the First World War Chevallier certainly An NYRB Classics Original Winner of the 
Scott Moncrieff Prize for Translation1915 Jean Dartemont heads off to the Great War an eager conscript The only 
thing he fears is missing the action Soon however the vaunted ldquo war to end all wars rdquo seems like a war that 
will never end whether mired in the trenches or going over the top Jean finds himself caught in the midst of an 
unimaginable unceasing slaughter After he is wounded he returns fr From Booklist Starred Another gripping WWI 
novel Written by a soldier turned author who fought in the trenches How can this be and why should readers care 
Published in 1930 Fear was a sensation in France 
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